Hydrogen Fuel Options:
Delivered Gas

Gain the productivity of fuel cells with no investment in fueling equipment.

Delivered gas providers offer a turnkey “pay-as-you-go” fuel option that requires no direct investment in fueling infrastructure - *simply pay for the fuel that you use.*

With this option, providers routinely deliver hydrogen fuel via trailer in a form that’s ready-to-use by your fleet. Their fueling trailers monitor your daily fuel usage through telemetry and automatically schedule fuel replenishment.¹

- No initial investment in fueling equipment
- Minimum facility requirements and footprint
- Turnkey single-source fueling solution
- Enables smaller fleets to deploy fuel cells

This subscription-style program provides production, delivery, and monitoring of hydrogen fuel – taking care of the planning and logistics required to efficiently power your fleet. Fuel storage and dispensing equipment is also typically provided as part of the plan.

To learn more about delivered hydrogen gas providers in your area², other fueling options, or the productivity advantages of Nuvera® fuel cells, please contact your local authorized Yale® dealer.
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¹ Individual terms and conditions may vary by supplier. This is a general overview of third-party provider options only and does not constitute endorsement by Yale.

² Selecting the best fuel option is a highly-prescriptive process that involves a variety of fleet, operational and geographic factors.